Baking and Curing Instructions for Glass Paints

Frost Translucent Glass Paint:
*Creates a translucent, frost, pebble-like finish that emulates the look of real seaglass.*

Paint is permanent after air drying 21 days or can be baked to expedite permanence. Bake method: Let project air dry 1 hour, place in cool oven. Set temperature to 350 degrees. Once oven reaches 350 degrees, bake for 30 minutes (glass must heat gradually). After 30 minutes, turn oven off. Let glass cool completely in oven. Wait 72 hours before using.

Liquid Fill Transparent Glass Paint:
*Thinner viscosity than the other glass paints, this paint is ideal for dipping and dripping onto glass surfaces. Smooth finish. Remarkable transparency. Could be described as a glass stain.*

Paint is permanent after air drying 21 days or can be baked to expedite permanence. Bake method: Let project air dry 1 hour, place in cool oven. Set temperature to 350 degrees F and bake for 30 minutes (glass must heat gradually). After 30 minutes, turn oven off. Let glass cool completely in oven. Wait 72 hours before using.

Gloss Opaque Glass Paint:
*Non-transparent solid colors are ideal for creating dimensional lead-like outlines/lines, works nicely with coordinating transparent paints for filling in. Creates incredible detail when used with silkscreens for glass.*

Paint is permanent after air drying 21 days or can be baked to expedite permanence. Bake method: Let project air dry 1 hour, place in cool oven. Set temperature to 350 degrees F and bake for 30 minutes (glass must heat gradually). After 30 minutes, turn oven off. Let glass cool completely in oven. Wait 72 hours before using.

Gloss Transparent Glass Paint:
*Transparent colors have slight dimension and texture when dry, finished projects have the look of real, custom-made art glass.*

Paint is permanent after air drying 21 days or can be baked to expedite permanence. Bake method: Let project air dry 1 hour, place in cool oven. Set temperature to 350 degrees F and bake for 30 minutes (glass must heat gradually). After 30 minutes, turn oven off. Let glass cool completely in oven. Wait 72 hours before using.
Fine Glitter Translucent, Metallic Opaque, Pearl Opaque Glass Paints:
Specialty colors are a combination of translucent and opaque colors that add shimmer, shine and twinkle to all glass and non-porous surfaces. Create dimension and lines with the fine tip top or use with tools and brushes in the line to create a smooth finish.

Paint is permanent after air drying 21 days or can be baked to expedite permanence. NOTE: FINE GLITTER TRANSLUCENT cannot be baked, must air dry for 21 days for permanence. Metallic Opaque and Pearl Opaque bake method: Let project air dry 1 hour, place in cool oven. Set temperature to 350 degrees F and bake for 30 minutes (glass must heat gradually). After 30 minutes, turn oven off. Let glass cool completely in oven. Wait 72 hours before using.